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Thin panel applications and 
the required production 
technology & know-how

An increasing need for faster and more cost-effective construction drives a global trend for continuous 

innovation in new building materials and more efficient building applications. It is therefore not surprising 

to notice an acceleration in a global shift from AAC blocks to AAC panels. For AAC producers, it is however 

not simply a switch of the button to change from AAC block to AAC panel production overnight [1]. Besides 

additional equipment required for adding reinforcement to the production process for example, which is the 

easiest part to overcome, the main critical element lies right in the heart of the factory: the right cutting 

technology.

Especially when it comes to the thinner elements - 

and the elements with a very smooth surface -within 

the range of AAC panel products, Aircrete is offering 

a proven state-of-the-art cutting technology that 

is suitable for production of these AAC panels: the 

Aircrete Flat-Cake Cutting Technology. This article 

elaborates on the thin AAC panel product and appli-

cations and the production technology including the 

process required.

In the building materials market for thin panels, with-

out doubt AAC thin panels can be considered as a ris-

ing star. Advantages, such as lightweight (while still 

being very strong), concrete-based (while still being 

very versatile), excellent thermal conductivity (while 

being non-combustible) and the abundant prefab 

facade options for esthetical purposes are creating 

huge advantages over other lightweight panel ap-

plications out there. The AAC thin panel, also known 

as the cladding panel, is rapidly introducing its pres-

ence in many markets around the world, providing 

a faster and cost-effective way of constructing in 

the form of external façades and cladding systems. 

Cladding panels are already enjoying significant wall 

market shares in markets like Australia and Japan 

(Fig. 1). Both markets are not coincidentally 100% 

relying on flat-cake cutting technology for their pro-

duction. Nevertheless, other important markets like 

Asia and the Americas, are rapidly embracing the 

thin AAC panel application. They have started with 

the adoption of the Aircrete Flat-Cake Technology 

in their respective markets with the construction of 

new AAC plants and with conversions of old tilt-cake 

based factories to flat-cake based factories.
Fig. 1: The superior earthquake-resistance performance, insula-
tion qualities as well as its ease of installation have made AAC 
cladding panels a first choice for many residential construction 
projects in Japan [2].
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What is a cladding system? 

In general, cladding systems are prefabricated pan-

els attached to the structural frame (usually steel or 

wood) of a building. They provide an additional layer 

of protection, thermal and sound insulation as well 

as weather resistance. The benefits of using AAC-

based cladding systems go beyond these advantag-

es, bringing additional contributions to the wall solu-

tion, like fire resistance, low maintenance, minimal 

finishing requirements and even architectural façade 

applications. Given the lightweight and versatility of 

the strong elements, AAC cladding panels are also 

fast and easy to install as well as cost competitive, 

thereby increasing speed and reducing total cost of 

construction projects. 

AAC cladding panels within the Aircrete Building Sys-

tem also play an important role of being a decorative 

material that can easily substitute the heavy and 

expensive ceramic and brick products. These façade 

AAC boards are thin and light, but solid as they are 

reinforced with ultrathin coated or galvanized steel 

mesh. Unaffected by sunlight, rain and thermites; 

these panels can be painted with water-resistant 

high silicon content, making them extremely dura-

ble. AAC cladding panels can directly be fixed on AAC, 

steel, timber or concrete frames with a layer of insu-

lation in between - if required (Fig. 2). 

 

The technology and expertise behind AAC 
cladding panel production

The reinforcement section

Steel-reinforced AAC panels provide lightweight, 

durable and high-performing wall, floor and roof 

Fig. 2: An example of an AAC cladding system: thin 
AAC panels fixed on a steel and timber frame with a 
layer of insulation in between [3]. 

Fig. 3: A close-up view 
of the reinforcement 
assembly area pre-
pared for thin panels.
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solutions. Panel reinforcement is fabricated from 

concrete reinforcing steel, which is usually supplied 

as coil. A fully automatic welding machine is an au-

tomated solution for welding steel on-site into cages 

or meshes. The automized reinforcement frame con-

figuration reduces the need for additional operators 

or manual handling and therewith enables higher 

production efficiency and a greater variety of prod-

ucts. Besides, precise positioning of the reinforce-

ment within the panel at this stage is crucial for the 

cutting phase, which all plants need to achieve for 

an efficient cladding panel production (Fig. 3). 

The essential flat-cake cutting technology

The production of thin and super smooth surfaced 

AAC elements requires the right cutting technology. 

Elements thinner than 75 mm can only be sustain-

ably (i.e. without significant waste) produced on a 

flat-cake cutting line (Fig. 4). In theory, these ele-

ments can be produced on other cutting technolo-

gies as well; though not with effective full mould uti-

lization, quick cycle time, super smooth surface and 

low waste levels. As gravity will put pressure on the 

bottom elements in the cake, this will result in addi-

Fig. 4: Flat-cake 
cutting enables all 

the cuts on the cake 
remain open after 

cutting, ensuring no 
risks of sticking.

Fig. 5: Compari-
son of the steps 
required in flat-

cake vs. tilt-cake 
systems. 
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GOOD STEAM PENETRATION

 GRAVITY CAUSING STICKING AND SURFACE FUSING

NO STEAM PENETRATION

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

Shorter autoclave time

SUPER SMOOTH surfaces

No sticking of products

No separations of products required

Easy steam entry

Thin product production possible

Longer autoclave time

Damaged surface

Sticking of products

Separation of products required

No steam entry

Difficulties of thin product production

Fig. 6: Main advantages of 
horizontal versus vertical 
cutting during the auto-
claving process.

tional handling with back-tilting and green separa-

tion to prevent the so-called sticking, which in the 

end, results in additional waste. Less cake handling 

substantially reduces the risk of damage to the cake, 

meaning less requirement for sorting and large re-

duction of white waste. 

This reduction of handling is especially important 

when producing thin panels. For example, in a tilt-

cake cutting line, a 50 mm thick panel produced in 

a standard 1,5 m wide mould, has to be handled 30 

times in the green – very vulnerable – state of the 

cake. Next to the risk of damaging the product, this 

will put an enormous pressure on the cycle time and 

reduce the output of the plant. This is a clear advan-

tage of the flat-cake cutting technology, where only 

4 steps (where the cake is only touched/transferred 

twice) are required from the de-moulding phase to 

packaging (Fig. 5). As a result of the flat cutting ori-

entation, all the cuts on the cake remain open af-

ter cutting, ensuring no risks of sticking. In addition, 

these open gaps will ensure a better and more effi-

cient autoclaving process through good steam pen-

etration (Fig. 6). 

After-treatment and the Aircrete panel 

milling system

The after-treatment line also plays a vital role in 

the production process, as it allows for possibilities 

to even further finalize the prefab element before 

it goes to site, supporting the trend of moving con-

struction from the building site to the factory. In the 

after-treatment area, patterns can be milled on fin-

ished panels to provide them with esthetical appear-

ances and the panels can even be coated and paint-

Fig. 7: Cladding panels can be milled, coated and 
painted to enhance performance and esthetical 
appearances [4].
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Fig. 9: Texts and even logos can be milled on AAC cladding panels with the Aircrete surface panel milling system. 

Fig. 8: Aircrete panel milling system.

ed before being packed and shipped (Fig. 7). 

Note that this milling and coating of panels is not 

limited to thin panels only but can be applied to the 

full range of AAC panels. 

The Aircrete panel milling system itself is a complete 

solution with a programmable CNC milling machine 

suited for AAC panels (Fig. 8). This solution includes 

the machinery, control system, first batch of milling 

tools as well as integration with the rest of the sys-

tems and the existing equipment. By choosing the 

right tools in combination with the embedded soft-

ware, all type of patterns, even texts can be milled 

on the cladding panels (Fig. 9).

The Aircrete panel milling system is available in two 

versions. The first option is a fully automated line 

which is integrated into the unloading section as a 

separate bypass including the packaging system fol-

lowing after-treatment. This is intended for mature 

markets which require a high volume of surfaced 

milled products. The other alternative is a semi-au-

tomated system, whereby the panels are loaded and 

unloaded onto the milling system semi-manually. 

Thin cladding panels have one of the biggest growth 

potentials in AAC, as it can be integrated with the 

exsiting building solution by substituting other ma-

terials or complementing the traditional building 

systems. With the right technology and know-how, 

the possibilites in applications and patterns is almost 

unlimited.  ● 
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